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ABSTRACT. The round-trip concept is well-known in transport logistics. It implies movement of transport, that after unloading of a primary cargo is loaded again with 
another one on its way to the initial point in order to reduce the empty run in the total run time and thus to increase the time period of efficient operation. 

In the early 1990s, this scheme was proposed for open pit mining operations. However, it has not been studied properly yet. We can explain it by limited mining 
conditions not allowing us to introduce it in industry and also by the conventional one-way orientation of open pit haulage movement. The only case of round-trip 
haulage introduction concerns internal dumping, it is relatively common and described in literature.  

The research aims at developing the methods for wider introduction of round-trip haulage in open pits. The idea of the work is to increase the shovel-truck system 
efficiency due to such placement of temporary dump in the open pit space, under which the conditions for haul trucks round-trip movement arise. 

To substantiate the applied technological schemes implying internal dumping, round-trip haulage accompanied by haul truck passing loading, the preliminary 
methodology has been developed. Based on its current stage, such internal dump placement is expected to increase the technology efficiency and create a positive 
impact on the open-pit cargo-flows system. Therefore, the future studies are expected to discover the potential abilities to increase internal dumping efficiency 
considering such parameters of temporary internal dump as its existence period, location and impact on the haulage system. Also, based on the round-trip haulage 
dependencies study findings, the active work is being carried out relating to creation of the second scheme type irrespective of internal dumping, that is likely to 
become a relatively universal technical solution for round-trip haulage introduction in open pit mining. 
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РЕЗЮМЕ. Двупосочният транспорт е добре познат в транспортната логистика. След разтоварването на първоначалния товар, транспортната машина се 
зарежда с друг товар по обратния път към началната точка, за да се намали празния ход в общото работно време и по този начин се увеличи времето за 
ефективна работа.  . 

В началото на 90-те години на миналия век тази схема е предложена за открити рудници, но все още не е добре изучена. Това може да се обясни с 
ограниченията на работа в мините, които не ни позвояват да я въведем в промишлеността, както и с конвенционалния еднопосочен транспорт в откритите 
рудници. Единственото приложение на системата с двупосочен транпорст е при вътрешните насипища, което е сравнително често срещано и е описано в 
литературата.  

Изследването е насочно към разработване на методи за по-широко въвеждане на двупосочния транспорт в открити рудници. Целта е да се повиши 
ефективността на товарно-транспортната система чрез разполагане на временни насипища в открития рудник, при което се създават условия за 
двупосочно използване на рудничния транспорт. Разработена е предварителна технология, за да се обоснове прилагането на технологични схеми с 
вътрешни насипища и двупосочен транспорт с натоварване на самосвалите. На настоящия етап се очаква разполагането на вътрешно насипище да 
увеличи транспортната ефективност и да повлияе положително върху системата от товарни потоци в открития рудник. Очаква се бъдещите проучвания да 
открият потенциални възможности за увеличаване на ефективността на вътрешните насипища като се вземат предвид такива параметри като: период на 
съществуване на временното вътрешно насипище, местоположение и въздействие върху транспортната система. Въз основа на резултатите от 
изследването на зависимостите в двупосочния транспорт, се извършва активна работа по създаването на втори вид схема, независима от вътрешното 
насипище, която има вероятност да се превърне в сравнително универсално техническо решение за въвеждането на двупосочен транспорт в открити 
рудници.  
 
Ключови думи: двупосочен транспорт, вътрешно насипище, товарно-транспортна система, транспорт, открит добив  

 
Introduction 
 
The current state of haulage systems at deep open pits in 
Ukraine 

The shovel-truck system of a deep open-pit represents a 
complex that includes excavators, dump trucks and a ramified 
network of open-pit roads connecting faces and rock mass 
delivery points located both in the open-pit and on the surface. 
The network of open-pit roads has a complex topology; the 
traffic flow varies periodically in its individual sections, 

reflecting the features of the calendar distribution of the rock 
mass on the working horizons. The deeper the open pits are, 
the more complicated the transport communication system is, 
a significant part of which has a critical width, which leads to 
deterioration in traffic conditions and is an obstacle to the 
transition to heavier dump trucks.  

The classic way to solve the problems arising when the 
depth of open-pits increases, is the reconstruction of combined 
open-pit transport system (Maryev et al., 2006). Two types of 
combined transport are used in Ukrainian iron ore open-pits, 
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Conclusions  
 

The study investigates the peculiarities of round-trip haulage 
in open-pit mining operations. Based on the examples 
described in the literature, the main concomitant condition 
which is defined is the existence of counter-directed cargo 
traffic in the open-pit. It, in turn, is most likely to occur in 
internal dumping usage. 

Mining technical conditions leading to the need of the 
temporary internal dumps creation were analyzed. The main 
one is the difference of the current transport work from its 
average value over the planning period, in which there is a 
need in reducing the length of haul to ensure a planned 
excavation of the rock mass. 

When searching for a location for the internal dump, it is 
rational to take into account not only the compensation of 
temporarily increased transport work, but also the possibility of 
creating a round-trip haulage. For this purpose, a method 
taking into account both factors for determining the position of 
the internal dump are developed. For the known location of the 
faces and permanent unloading points, the boundaries of the 
two zones were determined, in which the creation of internal 
dump leads: in the first one to the possibility of creating a 
round-trip haulage, in the second one to compensation of the 
transport work shortage. The points common for these zones 
are the priority ones for the subsequent calculation of internal 
dump effective location. The main limitation of the method is its 
early stage. It needs improvement with regard to its current 
ability to give the high-accuracy results only for a flat surface 
between the analysed points that represents only a small area 
of mining situations. 

The more serious issue revealed during the study is that 
there are not so many open pit mines around the world 
applying the temporary internal dumping. Moreover, even in 
case of technology exploitation, mining conditions necessary 
for the creation of a round-trip haulage will occur rarely in many 
open-pits. Therefore, an alternative scheme of movement 
organisation irrespective of internal dumping is being 
developed to become a relatively universal solution of round-
trip haulage application in open-pit mining. 
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